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It is well known that Tychonoff spaces are those whose topology is induced by a uniformity.
We use this fact to give two characterizations of chainable continua; the ﬁrst one in terms
of V -chains and the other one in terms of V -maps. We also deﬁne the surjective semispan
for Hausdorff continua and we prove that chainable continua has empty surjective
semispan. As a consequence of this result we obtain that each map from a continuum
onto a chainable continuum is universal; in particular, chainable continua have the ﬁxed
point property.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Deﬁnitions and notations
Given the relations U and V on a set X , the inverse relation of U is the set:
−U = {(y, x): (x, y) ∈ U},
and the composition of U and V is the set:
U + V = {(x, z): there exists a y ∈ X such that (x, y) ∈ U and (y, z) ∈ V }.
We also write 1V = V and, for a positive integer n, (n + 1)V = nV + V .
The diagonal of X is the set  = {(x, x): x ∈ X}. An entourage of the diagonal is a set V ⊂ X × X containing  such that
V = −V ; the family of all entourages of the diagonal is denoted by DX . If we have x, y ∈ X and V ∈ DX such that (x, y) ∈ V ,
then we say that the distance between x and y is less than V and we write |x− y| < V ; otherwise we write |x− y| V . If for
every pair of points x, y of a set A ⊆ X and V ∈ DX we have that |x− y| < V , i.e., if A × A ⊆ V , we say that the diameter of
A is less than V and we write δ(A) < V .
Given a point x ∈ X and V ∈ DX , the ball with center x and radius V (brieﬂy, the V -ball about x) is the set B(x, V ) =
{y ∈ X: |x− y| < V }. It follows that δ(B(x, V )) < 2V . For a set A ⊆ X and a V ∈ DX , the V -ball about A is the set B(A, V ) =⋃{B(x, V ): x ∈ A}.
A uniformity on a set X is a subfamily U of DX such that:
U1. If V ∈ U and V ⊆ W ∈ DX , then W ∈ U .
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U3. For every V ∈ U there exists W ∈ U such that 2W ⊆ V .
U4.
⋂U = .
A family B ⊆ U is a base for the uniformity U if for every V ∈ U there exists W ∈ B such that W ⊆ V . A uniform space is
a pair (X,U), where U is a uniformity on the set X .
Theorem 1.1. ([1, 8.1.1]) For every uniformity U on a set X the family:
O = {G ⊆ X: for every x ∈ G there exists a V ∈ U such that B(x, V ) ⊆ G}
is a topology on X and the topological space (X,O) is a T1-space.
The topology O is called the topology induced by the uniformity U .
If X is a topological space and its topology is induced by a uniformity U , we say that U is a uniformity on the space X .
Corollary 1.2. ([1, 8.1.3]) If U is a uniformity on the space X, then for every x ∈ X and any V ∈ U we have that x ∈ Int B(x, V ).
In fact, the space (X,O), constructed in 1.1, is a Tychonoff space and:
Theorem 1.3. ([1, 8.1.20]) The topology of a space X can be induced by a uniformity on the set X if and only if X is a Tychonoff space.
Let I denote the closed interval [0,1]. Note that the family of all entourages of the diagonal of I containing a set of the
form:
{
(x, y) ∈ I × I: |x− y| < ε},
where ε > 0, is a uniformity on the space I . In this case |x − y| is the usual distance on I . This is a particular case of the
following:
Theorem 1.4. ([1, 8.3.13]) For every compact space X there exists exactly one uniformity U on the set X that induces the original topol-
ogy of X . All entourages of the diagonal  ⊆ X × X which are open in the Cartesian product X × X form a base for the uniformity U .
Given any entourage V ∈ DX , let C(V ) be the cover of X {B(x, V ): x ∈ X}.
Deﬁnition 1.5. A cover of X is uniform with respect to a uniformity U if it has a reﬁnement of the form C(V ), where V ∈ U .
Deﬁnition 1.6. A uniform space (X,U) is compact if X with the topology induced by U is a compact space.
Proposition 1.7. ([1, 8.3.G]) If (X,U) is a compact uniform space, then every open cover of the space X with the topology induced by
U is uniform with respect to U .
A mapping f : X → Y between the uniform spaces (X,U) and (Y ,V) is uniformly continuous with respect to the uniformities
U and V if for every V ∈ V there exists U ∈ U such that | f (x) − f (y)| < V whenever |x − y| < U . In this case we write
f : (X,U) → (Y ,V). It follows from the deﬁnition and 1.1 that f is a continuous mapping of the space X with the topology
induced by U to the space Y with the topology induced by V .
Corollary 1.8. Let U and V be uniformities on the compact spaces X and Y , respectively. A mapping f : X → Y is continuous if and
only if f is uniformly continuous with respect to the uniformities U and V .
Proof. Suppose that f is continuous and let V ,W ∈ V such that 2W ⊆ V . By 1.2 and the continuity of f , the family:
f −1
(
B(W )
)= { f −1[Int B(y,W )]: y ∈ Y }
is an open cover of X . Then, by 1.7, there exists U ∈ U such that C(U ) is a reﬁnement of f −1(B(W )). It is not diﬃcult to see
that | f (x)− f (y)| < V when |x− y| < U . Hence, the mapping f is uniformly continuous with respect to the uniformities U
and V . 
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The deﬁnition of a metric chainable continuum is given in terms of ε-chains. However, in the non-metric case covers
and reﬁnements are used to deﬁne a chainable continuum. In this section, we give two characterizations of a non-metric
chainable continuum; the ﬁrst one in terms of V -chains and the other one in terms of V -maps.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A chain in a space X is a ﬁnite family of open sets C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn} such that Ci ∩ C j = ∅ if and only if
|i − j| 1. If V ∈ DX and δ(C) < V for each C ∈ C we say that C is a V -chain.
Deﬁnition 2.2. A continuum is a Hausdorff compact connected space.
Deﬁnition 2.3. A continuum X is chainable provided that every open cover of X can be reﬁned by a chain covering X .
Theorem 2.4. Let U be a uniformity on a continuum X. The continuum X is chainable if and only if for each V ∈ U there exists a
V -chain C in X covering X.
Proof. Suppose that X is chainable and let V ,W ∈ U such that 2W ⊆ V . Then the open cover {Int B(x,W ): x ∈ X} of X is
reﬁned by a chain C covering X . Clearly, C is a V -chain.
In order to prove the other implication, we consider an open cover E of X and we note that, by 1.7, there exists V ∈ U
such that C(V ) reﬁnes E . Let C be a V -chain covering X . It is not diﬃcult to see that C reﬁnes E . 
Note that if U , V ∈ DX , A ∩ B = ∅, δ(A) < U and δ(B) < V , then δ(A ∪ B) < U + V .
Theorem 2.5. Let U be a uniformity on a chainable continuum X. Then for each V ∈ U there exists a chain C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn}
satisfying:
(a) X =⋃C ,
(b) δ(C ) < V for each C ∈ C , and
(c) Ci ∩ C j = ∅ if and only if |i − j| 1.
Proof. Let W ∈ U such that 5W ⊆ V . By the previous theorem, there exists a W -chain E = {E1, E2, . . . , Em} covering X . Let
n = min{i: m 3i}. We deﬁne Cn = E3n−2 ∪ · · · ∪ Em and, for i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n− 1}, we deﬁne Ci = E3i−2 ∪ E3i−1 ∪ E3i . Clearly,
Ci ⊆ E3i−3 ∪ Ci ∪ E3i+1. By the remark above, we have that δ(C ) < 5W ⊆ V for each C ∈ C . Using that E is a chain we have
the third property. 
Deﬁnition 2.6. A mapping f : (X,U) → (Y ,V) is a U-map, where U ∈ U , provided that δ( f −1(y)) < U for each y ∈ Y .
Theorem 2.7. Let f : (X,U) → (Y ,V) be a U-map between compact uniform spaces. Then there exists V ∈ V such that
δ( f −1[B]) < U whenever δ(B) < V .
Proof. Suppose that for each V ∈ V there exists a subset BV of Y such that δ(BV ) < V and δ( f −1[BV ]) U . Let xV , yV ∈
f −1[BV ] such that |xV − yV | U . Note that | f (xV ) − f (yV )| < V . Since V is a directed set by ⊇, the family {(xV , yV )} is
a net and, by the compactness of X , we can assume that this net converges to a point (x, y) ∈ X × X . Moreover, by 1.4, we
can assume that |x− y| U . Since ⋂V = Y , we have that f (x) = f (y), this contradicts that f is a U -map. 
Corollary 2.8. Let f : (X,U) → (Y ,V) be a U-map between compact uniform spaces. Then there exists V ∈ V such that
| f (x) − f (y)| V whenever |x− y| U .
Deﬁnition 2.9. A uniform space (X,U) is (Y ,V)-like provided that for each U ∈ U there exists a surjective U -map
f : (X,U) → (Y ,V). An I-like uniform space is called arc-like.
The proof of the following theorem, which uses 2.4, 2.5, and 2.7, is similar to the proof in the metric case (see [4, 12.11]).
Theorem 2.10. Let U be a uniformity on a continuum X. The continuum X is chainable if and only if X is arc-like.
Proof. Suppose that X is chainable. Let U ,W ∈ V such that 3W ⊆ U . By 2.5, there exists a W -chain C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn}
covering X which also satisﬁes δ(C ) < W for each C ∈ C and Ci ∩ C j = ∅ if and only if |i − j| 1.
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Mk = C2k−1 ∪ C2k ∪ C2k+1,
Ik =
[
k − 1
m
,
k
m
]
.
Since C2k−1 ∩ C2k+1 = ∅, by [1, 1.5.11], there exists a continuous mapping fk : Mk → Ik such that fk[C2k−1] = { k−1m } and
fk[C2k+1] = { km }. Deﬁne f : X → I by
f (x) =
{
fk(x) if x ∈ Mk,
1 if x ∈ Cn.
It is not diﬃcult to see that f is well deﬁned. Moreover, by [1, 2.1.13], f is continuous and, by the connectedness of X , f is
surjective. The uniform continuity of f follows from 1.8.
Note that f −1k (y) ⊆ C2k if y ∈ ( k−1m , km ), f −1k ( k−1m ) ⊆ C2k−2 ∪ C2k−1 ∪ C2k and f −1k (1) ⊆ C2m ∪ C2m+1 ∪ Cn . Thus, by the
remark previous to 2.5, δ( f −1(t)) < 3W ⊆ U . Then, f is a U -map.
In order to prove the other implication, we take U ∈ U . Let f : (X,U) → (I,V) be a surjective U -map and let V ∈ V as
in 2.7. Since I is chainable, by 2.4, there exists a V -chain C covering I . It is not diﬃcult to see that the family f −1(C) =
{ f −1[C]: C ∈ C} is a U -chain covering X . Then, by 2.4, X is chainable. 
3. Surjective semispan
In [2], A. Lelek introduced the concept of the span of a metric space and he proved that chainable metric continua have
span equal to zero. Later, in [3] A. Lelek introduced the concepts of the surjective span, the surjective semispan and the
semispan of metric spaces. It is known that metric chainable continua have surjective semispan equal to zero and that a
continuum X has surjective semispan equal to zero if and only if every map from a continuum Y onto X is universal. In
this section, we deﬁne the surjective semispan for Hausdorff continua and we extend the last two results for non-metric
continua.
Let π1 and π2 denote the projection maps from X × Y onto X and Y , respectively.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let U be a uniformity on a continuum X . The surjective semispan of X is the set:
σ ∗0 (X) =
{
V ∈ U : there exists a continuum ZV ⊆ X × X such that
π1[ZV ] = X and (x, y) /∈ V for every (x, y) ∈ ZV
}
.
If a subcontinuum Z of the product X × X satisﬁes π1[Z ] = X and Z ∩  = ∅, then by the normality of X × X and 1.4,
there exists a V ∈ U such that (x, y) /∈ V for each (x, y) ∈ Z . Hence σ ∗0 (X) = ∅. This is summarized in the following result:
Theorem 3.2. The surjective semispan of a continuum X is empty if and only if every subcontinuum Z of X × X satisfying π1[Z ] = X
intersects the diagonal  of X.
Deﬁnition 3.3. A space X has the ﬁxed point property provided that for every continuous mapping f : X → X there exists
x ∈ X such that f (x) = x.
Deﬁnition 3.4. A continuous mapping f : X → Y is universal if for every continuous mapping g : X → Y there exists x ∈ X
such that f (x) = g(x).
It is not diﬃcult to see that if f : X → Y is universal, then f is surjective and Y has the ﬁxed point property.
Theorem3.5. The surjective semispan of a continuum X is empty if and only if every continuousmapping f : Y → X from a continuum
Y onto X is universal.
Proof. Suppose that σ ∗0 (X) = ∅ and that f , g : Y → X are continuous mappings, where Y is a continuum and f is surjective.
By 3.2, the continuum:
Z = {( f (y), g(y)): y ∈ Y }⊆ X × X
intersects X , because π1[Z ] = X . Then f is universal.
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π1|Z : Z → X is universal, there exists (x, y) ∈ Z such that x = π1|Z ((x, y)) = π2|Z ((x, y)) = y. Then Z intersects X . Hence,
by 3.2, we have that σ ∗0 (X) = ∅. 
From the last theorem, it follows that in the metric case, the surjective semispan, deﬁned by Lelek in [3], is zero if and
only if the surjective semispan, we have deﬁned, is empty.
Theorem 3.6. Let U and V be uniformities on the continua X and Y , respectively. If (X,U) is (Y ,V)-like and σ ∗0 (Y ) = ∅, then
σ ∗0 (X) = ∅.
Proof. Suppose that U ∈ σ ∗0 (X) and that (X,U) is (Y ,V)-like. Let ZU be a subcontinuum of X × X such that π1[ZU ] = X
and (x, y) /∈ U for every (x, y) ∈ ZU , let f : (X,U) → (Y ,V) be a surjective U -map and let V ∈ V be as in 2.8.
We consider the subcontinuum
Z = {( f (x), f (y)): (x, y) ∈ ZU }.
of Y × Y . By 2.8, we know that | f (x) − f (y)| V for each (x, y) ∈ ZU . Hence, V ∈ σ ∗0 (Y ). 
As a consequence of 2.10 and the last result we have:
Corollary 3.7. Chainable continua have empty surjective semispan.
The following two corollaries follow from 3.5 and the remark previous to 3.5.
Corollary 3.8. Each continuous mapping from a continuum onto a chainable continuum X is universal.
Corollary 3.9. Chainable continua have the ﬁxed point property.
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